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Mount San Antonio College/Philosophy Group, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. One of the first books ever
published to objectively study the life and work of Franklin Jones, also known as Bubba Free John,
Da Free John, Adi Da, an infamous cult leader who attracted both devotees and detractors.
Contains original essays by Professor Scott Lowe (University of Wisconsin) and Professor David Lane
(Mt. San Antonio College). Review by Professor Robert S. Ellwood, formerl Bashford Professor of
Oriental Studies, USC, writing in in NOVA RELIGIO: This short book is among the very few important
studies of one of the most interesting and outrageous sixties-generation American gurus. This book
consists of two essays, both revised versions of articles that appeared in Lane s Exposing Cults:
When the Skeptical Mind Confronts the Mystical (New York: Garland, 1994). The first is a hardheaded but fair-minded assessment of the way in which spiritual guides can deliver teaching that is
morally and mystically elevated, yet which seems to help others more than the guides themselves,
producing the phenomenon of crazy adepts and sane disciples. If this is an accurate description of
Da Free John,...
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Reviews
The publication is straightforward in study safer to recognize. It is writter in straightforward words and never hard to understand. Its been printed in an
extremely straightforward way and it is just after i finished reading this book through which basically modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Per cy B er nha r d
A whole new eBook with a brand new perspective. it was actually writtern quite completely and useful. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this ebook to discover.
-- Dr . Wya tt Mor issette
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